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We are now witnessing developments which, in a few years, will manifest
themselves as part of a thoroughgoing reorganization of the electric and gas
utilities of this country.
11any things contributed to make a thorough overhauling necessary, and many factors are contributing to its accom?lishment.
Not the least of the factors which lead me to believe that successful reorganization is in prospect, is the attitude of leaders of the industry.
There are many indications that the Viewpoint of the outstanding gas and
electric company executives is undergoing an adjustment which is highly
important to the successful reorganization of the in1ustry.
Under t~
~uidance and with the assistance of state and federal regulatory agencies
ttis resetting of the industry is ra~idly progressing.
The process of reorganization is not merely or principally the sort of
thing lawyers think of as "reorganization".
They think of reoriJanization as
a special single proceeding in 'llhichrevamping of security structures, and
perhaps rearrangement of corporate forms take place as a sweeping process.
Spectacular moves of this sort are rlayin~ a part, and an important part,
in the rehabilitation of the gas and electric industry, but th~y are not
the only factors at wor~ (and perhaps not the most important).
other and
profoundly significant things are hapnening.
These a~e the fairly inconspicuous, day_by_day improve~ents which are maJe in the operating habits,
accounting practices, and financial housekeeping of utilities.
In other words, the reorganization of the electric and gas utilities
of this country is taking place in two principal ~ays:
?irst, by a general
and detailed toning-up process in connection with the issuance of new
securities, the evolution of accounting methods, and the revamping of service arrangements;
and second, b~ major, wholesale reorganizations of
capital and corporate structures and regrouping of physical properties.
The first of these is no less important than the second; and frequently
the basic obj ective of reorganizing those companies which need it, so that
they can ~eet today's difficulties and face tomorrow's problems with con_
fidence, is best accomplished by gradual, detailed reforms effected in the
ordinary course of their affairs.
In this paper I propose to discuss a few of the "reorganization"
problems (in the broad sense of the term) which the Bec ur lt Les and Exchange
Commission has met and dealt with under the provisions of the Public utility
Act of 1935. Many of these are problems which we have in common with state
regulatory agencies; and roy purpose will be served if I succeed, in this
brief discussion, in indicating an approach and in high-lighting a few
specific problems for your consideration.
Unfortunately, not all of the public utility operating and holding
companies of the country are as strong financially as we should desire;
unfortunately, there are Grade a and C companies, which sometimes find it
necessary to issue Grade 8 or C securities.
When a declaration covering
such securities is filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission under
Section 7 of the Act, we cannot allow their issuance unless they meet the
standards of the Act.
In the first place, they must be the kind of securities permitted by Section 7(c) of the Act; and in the second place, they
must satisfy the standards of Section 7(d). We may not permit the issue
to go out "if we find that the securities are not reasonably adapted to the
earning power of the issuer or to its security structure and that of other
companies in the same holding company system, or that the terms and conditions of the issue or sale are detrimental to the public interest or the
interest of investors and consurr.ers.
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_These are flexible standards,- as are others in Section 7 which I have
not enumerated. Consequently, in each case, the Commission must apply its
Judgment and intelligence to.the problem of whether the particular issue
satisfies t'hestandards of the Act. Certainly the Act does not require us
to prohibit the issuance and sale.of all except prime securities as to
which .there is no element of risk. 'aut just as clearly, the Act does not
allow us to jeopardize the solvency of the company and the interests of
consumers and investor~ by permitting .the issue and sale of securities which
are unnecessarily speculative.
Mechanical administration of the Act might lead to a classification of"
securities in two categories: those which meet the standards of the Act and
those which do not. 3ut it has seemed to us that another avenue is open.
Where a Grade 8 company wishes to issue Grade 3 securities, it is frequently
possible for that company to make provisions £or safeguardin~ its securities and greatly impro~ing their position over a reasnnaale period of time,
so that the element of risk is reduced to reasonable proportions and the
company is on its way to an evolutionary reorganization.
This approach is not a new thing so far as state commissions are concerned. Many of them have frequently employed it with highly ~eneficial
results. But in these critical times, it seems to me highly important that
the possib~lities of this approacq should be recanvassed, and that wherever
practicable, it be used to bring about a gradual rehabilitation of utility
companies.
Let me illustrate the practical appl~cation of this method in a case
which has been before the Commission twice within the past year and a half.
In.the summer of 1937, this company, whose principal business is that of'
operating an electric utility company in a state where there is no state
commission haVing jurisdiction over issuance of securities, filed with us
a de~laration covering the issue and sale to an insurance companQ of
$1.000.000 principal amount of 5% first mortgage bonds. The proceeds were
to be used in part payment for much needed additional generating facilities •
.Including these bonds, the ratio of the company's funded debt to its fixed
property account, adjusted to eliminate known write-ups, would be 78.4; and
the company's fixed charges would be covered only 1.ee times. In addition,
the company had outstanding SUDstantial amounts of preferred and common
stocks. Whether the company's properties were adequately maintained was
open to question, and its deprecia~ion reserve ~as obviously insufficient.
The Commission's staff felt that it was exceedingly doubtful whether
the new bonds could be issued, consistently'with t~e ~tandards .of the Act.
If, however, the company were not permitted to sell the new bonds, not only
~ould its ability to'illlflll its obligations to its customers have b~en
impaired, but it wouln have found itself in serious flnancial emb~rrassment,
which might have produced far-reaching results among the many i~ve'stors
interested directlY or indirectly in its securities. After study of the
situation, the staff suggested to the'company certain'modifications of its
indenture which would result in a gradual improvement of the ~ompany's
position, ~nd a gradual increase in the protection ~or the bonds, In
brief, the company agreed through a supplemental morteage 'to:

- 3 1. Limit the amount of bonds it was then entitled to issue under
its existing mortgage to the $1,000,000 in question (less than half the'
amount the mortgage permitted).
2~ 'Reduce the percentage
subsequently
made.

at which bonds could be issued

for additions

3. Make substantially
increased annual charges against"earnings,
the
major'portion
of which was to be used, first for maintenance,
and second
as a credit to depreciation
reserve, with construction expenditures
to
that extent to be non-fundable,
or for the retirement of bonds.
4.

Freeze

its accumulated

earned

surplus

(with a minor

exception).

The effect of these covenants should be gradually to build up the COMpany's property account and so to improve the secur~ty for its bonds.
With
these modifications,
the Comfflission felt justified in permitting the issue
and sale of the $1,000,000 of bonds covered by the declaration.
Approximately'a
year later, the company found it necessary to extend
its lines so as to provide service for prospective customers in rural areas
within its territory.
This necessity arose because of insistent pUblic
demand for the extended service.
Consequently it filed a declaration under
Section 7 of the Act covering the issue and sale to certain insurance companies of $300,000 principal amount of its first mortgage bonds.
Here again
there was a close question as to whether the issue met the standards of the
Act. But the company's earnings had shown steady improvement over a fiveyear period and there was sufficient evidence of the improvement effected
by the operation of the covenants inserted in connecti~n with the 1937
financing to enable the Commission to permit the issue of the additional
securities.
Unquestionably,
a conservative
approach to the company's problems has
gone a long way towards putting it in a position where it can fulfill its
responsibilities
to render adequate service to the public without jeopardizing its investors, and avoid the necessity for revamping its entire capital
structure.
Another il~ustration of the use of what I might call the ameliorative
approach is afforded by another case wr.ich was recently before us. Two
sUbsidiarie~
of a holding company system, both doing business in the same
state, desired to merge and thereafter call ~nd refund the outstanding
bonded indebtedness
of the two companies.
Two major problems presented
themselves,
In the first place, abo~t 33% of the gross. revenues of the
combined companies came from the transportation
business, and transportation
assets are not looked upon as prime security by the conservative bond buyer.
In the second place, it was clear that the equity in the situation should
be increased, although it was not practical at the moment for the holding
company to add to its investment in junior securities.
By coop~ration of
the company, its bankers and the regulatory agencies, the problem was
worked out in this way;

)
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The, transportation assets were _conveyed to a new corporation, allot
whose securities will be owned ,by the electric company surviving the mer~er.
These 'transportation assets were thereupon mortgaged for an amount estimated
to be the minimum salvage value ot its assets and all the-bonds secured by
this mortgage were,deposited with a Trustee as partial security for ~onds
to be issued by the electric company under a new mortgage.
The initial
issue by the electric company of new bonds was for an amount SUbstantially
less t~~~ the total of the outstanding bonds of the ,two companies prior to
'their merger. The ~alance of the necessary money was raised through the
sale, to' a few large banks, of promissory notes maturi~g serially over a
period of ten years. "
;
There were a number of int~resting safe~uards incorporated in the contracts between the various parties 40 this transaction.
First,' a limitation
was placed on the,~ayment by the electric company of common stock dividends
.to the ~nd that' a substantial proportion of the cash necessary to retire the
bank notes would be provided out of earnings.
Second, the provision with
reference to the'issuance qf additional bonds under the new 'mortgage was
placed at a lower percentage of property added tha~ that contained in the
previously existing ~ortga~es.
Third, the state commission incorporated a
condition in its order approving the 'issuance of these securities, whereby,
until such tim~,a~ ,the cOM~on,s~oc~ equity in the company was increased
apout 50~t the ~mount of,additional bonds whose issuance it would authorize
was limited to considerably'less than that permitted by the-mort~age itself.
-Purt~ermore, sUbstantial sinking fund and 'maintenance and depre9iation
clause~ were written into ~he mortgage.
~.a result the company was able to sell its bonds and notes on a basis
_ w~ich enabled it to make a 'cash saving in interest payments in the first year
~!some ~OO,OOO, and its security structure has been changed so that additional capital funds, as they are'needed, should be obtainable on an
advantageous basis.
"
These' cases, thus roughly described, illustrate what I mean by suggestina that 'reorganization can often be effe~ted by a gradual process.
CarefUl
adjU~tmen~ of sinking fund 'provisions; adequate, prOVision tor maint~nance
and depreciation, and,conservative dividend policies can go a long way
towards accomplishing this purpose.
I am aware that sometimes state commissions find it difficult to insist
upon some of the adjustments which will a,id,in the, "reorgan1zatl~n" process.
They ~ust.keep constantly in mind the interests of consumers - the ratepay~rs: ana in many of'these matters there appears to be a cl~sh'of interest
between consumers and investors.
For example, it cannot be denied that incr~a$ed depreciation is advantadeous to bondholders; but. increased provision
for aepreci~tion means' an increase in the operating costs'of the utility,
and consequentlY,may affect rates. Similarly, increased maintenance is
~~vantageous to a companyts bondholders, and so. far as it results in im~ediate. ~~ngible improvements in service', it ,is advantageous to consumers~
But her~ again, increased maintenance means a rise 1n operating expenses
and may atfect rates.

- 5 It seems to me th at such conflicts are frequently more app arent
than real.
Of course, excessive m afnt.e n ance and depreciation charges
are unjust to consumers (just as they rr.aybe unfair to stockholders).
but consumers as well as investors have a very real interest in
adequate
provisions' for maintenance and depreciation.
Unless these
charges are adequate, service is likely to deteriorate, aLd the financial
soundness cf the company is threatened.
These eventualities are obviously
as dangerous to consumers as to investors.
All of us know how difficult it is to deter~ine the proper charges
to be n.ade - charges which are neither so high as to be unjust to consumers nor so low as: to threaten service or the comp any's fin anc L al integrity.
~e all know the conflicts of theory and the varieties of
nractices concernin~ these matters.
I shall not discuss them. My purpose is solely to point out the importance o r' taking into account
tomorrow's problems as well as today's embarrassments, and of effecting
gradual improvements in the condition and practices of companies which
need them, so as to establish the entire industry on a sound basis.
Of course, it is n9t possible to ~ork out all of the problems of
the industry on this gradual, piece-meal basis.
Some things Must be
done which require fairly drastic steps. Conspicuous among these are
things which prirr.arily affect holding companies and holding company
systems - things desi(nerl to simplify the corporate structure of the
sye t ems and to confine t!:eir op er at Lon s to a scope p ernd t t.ed by the law.
Another tting
wltic!:mus t be don e is to regul ate ar-r-ang emerrts and charges
for servicing.
The Public Utility H01ding Company Act of 1935 gives
our Commission comprehensive powers to deal with tti:.>problem.
SerVicing of utili ties by con.pan Le s within t h e same system mu s t be done
at cost; and we are presently engage1 1'1 working out h1th the variou£
systems plans whereby this ~ay be done in the most efficient manner
possible, and so as to ~ake it possiole for st.ate corrmissions and ourseLves to ascert~in and re~ulate the services actually rendered and the
charges actually m ad e,
In addition, drastic financial reorganization of some companies
may be inevit able. A few holding companies and operating comp anies
are now being reorganized under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act.
Others~ are burdened witil such hUt5e arrear al5,esof p r-e f'err ed stock
dividends as to make some sort of reorgapization imperative.
For
such companies, the evolutionary process will no~ su!fic€j their
heal th has already been imp aired 50 that t.hey need an operation, not
medical treatment.
They must reorg ani ze, and they can reoI'ganize either
in advance of an imperative necessity, or wh en the izr.minenceof a
default makes continuous operation without reorganization an impossibility.
From ti~e to time, officials of the Securities and Exchange
Co~mission have callea the attention of the industry to the fact
that many companies are in need of this mort: or less drastic forrr.
of reorganizatio~,
and have suggested that ~he necessary steps be taken
as soon as possible.
This seems to me to be obviously the course of
wisdom.
Unless such steps are taken, rehabilitation of the industry
will be retarded; service may suffer; investors will not put their
money into uti~ity eqUities; and reorganization under the slow and
expensive machinery of the Bankruptcy Act may be inevitable.
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Some companies have already embarked upon a comprehenSive program
of reor~anizing their capital structures. For example, one of the
largest holding companies has becun to work out a pro~ram for restatin~
itt;>capital account and that of various subsidiaries. The pro~ram is
based upon studies of the comp an Le s in the system with the 'following
objectives: (1) To obtain as accurate a .figure as possible of original eost of all property; (2) to identify and to obtain facts about
every transaction which resulted in a debatable bookkeeping entry;
and (3) to analyze the surplUS accounts. Several of the companies
in the system have filed applications wi1;.hus to obtain approval, on
'the basis of'the facts so ascertained, of £. r6staterr:entof c apLt.a.L
and er-e atLon of a special capital surp l us , These special capit a1 surpluses, in addition to surpluses as at Dece~ber 31, 1937, may be used
to absorb all debatable items which any of the companies find necessary
to remove from their accounts, or to write their properties down to
original cost, should that become necessary. In this ',:ay,it is reasonable to hope, the capital structure of companies in the system will be
adjusted so that they can economically finance their requirements and
confidently face the future.
The broad objectives of a reor~aniza~ion of a public u~ility
company are the same, whether it be accomplished by the gradual process which I have already discussed or b¥ the ~ore drastic form of a
voluntary reorganization or a reorganization under the Bankruptcy Act.
The broad objective is to stabilize the company; to recognize its
losse~ and to place it in a position where it does r-ot have to seek
earnings to support inordinate charges, and where it can obtain new
money economically. Specifically, this reay require a reduction both
in the face amount,of debt outstnndin=1 and in the fixed ch ar-g es thereon
to a point where they are ~ell covered by ,the property and earnings of
the co~pany; elimination or reduction of preferred stock reqUirements so
that accumulation of dividend arreara~es may,be eliminated and will not
recur; adjust~ent of total capitalization of the corporation so that
it bears a conservative rel at Lon shLp to t he property value and earnJ,.ng
power of the corporation; and an equitable distribution of voting rights
so as to reflect the investment and real interest of the owners of the
comp any t s eqUity. By the same token, the standards .which this Commission
applies to a reorganization are the same, whether it be voluntary or
under the pr-cv Is Lon s of the Bankr up t cy Act. Let me explain this in
Ir.oredetail.
As I have indicated, any reorganization Ir.ustbe based uron a
sound appra~sal of the value of the company's assets in the light of
its reasonably prospective earning power. You are well aware of the diffiCUlties in arriVing at a fair €sti~ate.of value, even though the
n:aking of that estimate may not re qut r-e full application of'the methods
customarily employed
~ate cases. Some dlfflcul ....
les are also encountered with respect to determining th~ true earnings of many companies. This difficulty.frequentlY arises because of the absence of' any,
state a~encies exercising regUlatory powers, and sometimes because of
the use of unsound accounting practices. But tfiese difficUlties are not
ins!Jrmountab1e.

in

I think it is generally recognized that value for reorganization
purposes is principally dependent upon the determination of reasonably
prospective earnin~s. In the case of a public utility company, however,
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earning power is a factor of and is, to some extent, conditioned by the
value of. the property upon whicL it will earn a return.
Corporations
which are in reorganization are inclined to be higtly optimistic as to
their prospective earning power.
Sometimes this optimism leads to the
suggestion of fantastic valuation figures.
On the other hand, in my
~pinion, valuation for reorganization purposes should not be the most
conservative figure which can be obtained.
It shoulJ be a reasonable
figure, taking into account such reasonable prospect as there may be
that the company's earnings will Lmpr-ov e , ~/itlJinthe limits which may
be governed by a reasonable - not the most conservative - valuation of
its phySical properties.
Once such valuation has been obtained, the process of working out
It is
~ plan of r~organization should not ~e excessively diffiCUlt.
my understanding that the trend of the law with respect to reorganizations
effected in judicial proceedings requires that. "completely compensatory"
treatment be aecorded to the various classes of securities and claims, in
the order of their priority.
I understand this to mean, for example, that
bondholders must be given securities or cash which will approximately
equal in value their claims on the corporation, before preferred stock ..
holders can be given anythiLg; and that preferred stockholders must be made
appr ox Lmat-e Ly whole before common s t ockho Lde r-s can be given anything.
This
theory, as I understand it, rests upor. tte proposition that reorganizat.ion
does not afford a legal opportunity for nullifying t he provisions of'
contracts; on the contrary, it is an opportunity for revaluation of the
enterprise and redistribution
of interests therein in accordance with the
terms of the claims against it.
But here again, the cold lesal formula does not prohibit the application of practical intelligence and judgment to business situations.
It merely sets the outs ide limits for determining the r-eas onab t ene'ss
of a reorganization
adjustment.
There are two Lmp or t.a nt, fac 1..01'':; upon
whicll operation of the legal formula depends; first, the valuation of
the enterprise, and second, the valuation of the Lew securitie~ to ue
'~either of these is capable of
issued as a result of t he reorganization.
exact mathematical computation, and both of them are sufficiently matters
of opinion as to permit some flexibi]ity.
Let me illustrate what I
mean by referring to two reorganization plans which have been approved
by the Commission within the last few months.
One of these cases concerned a holding company which controlled
a large number of telephone propert~es and several electric companies.
The other concerned an operating gas utility.
In both, the reorganization plans first discussed witt t~e staff seemed to violate the
principles which I have stated ab ove , The values placed or. t he assets
seemed entirely too Ligr., and the proposed distribution of securities did
not seem to accord to the owners of senior securities adequate recognition
of their rights.
But as a result of a series of conferences between the
interested parties and the Comwliss~on's staff, plan~ were eventually presented which were within the limits of reasonable and lawful adjustment.
It dould not be"said with any assurance that these plans were in mathematical accordance with the strict legal principle ttat I "have stated;
but they seemed sound and equitable, and were within the legally permissible zone. The Commission's attitude towards them may best be
summarized by a quotatio~ from one of its opinions:
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. "In passing upon the fairness of this plan it is not necessary for
us ~o determine the exact value of the property or the amount at which
its value shall be recorded on t~e books of the ~eorbanized company.
The evidence wl:ich has been submi:tted to us points to the conclusion that
Lhe property has very little, if any, value in excess of the aggregate
amount of the claims of the bcndholders.
In such a situation the propriety
of participation in the plan by t~e holders of securities junior to the
bonds Ls always open to serious question.
He r-e , however, value is a.ffected
by cOLtingencies to a greater degree than in most utility cases and the
total participation by junior security holders, the greater part of which
is allocated to creditors, is equivalent to only 3.5% of the total
capitalization (including surplus) of ~l:e reorganized company and, in
addition, is junior in rank to ne~ first mortgage bonds r~preserjtil!g
slightly over half of such capitalization.
Under such circumstar.ces we
do not find that this relatively small participation by the unsecured
creditors and preferred st~~k~olders r~sults in So substantial a diversion, if in fact there is any dive~sion at all, to junior c~aimants of
interests in the reorganized company which belong to the bondholders that
our approval of the plan shou Id be \vithheld on tLe gr ound that it is unfair and thus prevent its submission to the Company's security holders."
These cases illustrate wh a t to !'ly mind must be a cardinal principle
in t.hes e critical days of reorganization of electric ar.d gas utility
companies.
Bound admf.n Ls t nat Lon and preper discharge of their responsi-'
biliti~s require that regula~ory agencies must insist upon a high
standard of performance; but it Is nevertheless possible and sensible that
tolerance be shown for honest ane rea~onable adjustment.
If the letter of
~he law is applied rigidly, Without regard to its spirit, the reorganiza_
tion process will operate too harshly, and the impact of the necessary ad_
justment of inflated values to present day levels will be needlessly
deflationary.
I'h Ls leads me to a brief reference to t he last and t.he most dr-a.aa t.Lc
aspect of the reorganization problem.
I have already mentioned the
necessity of simplifying the capital structures of utility companies and
the corporate struc~ures of holdinJ company systems, and I have referred
to the necessity of confining the. scope of holding company activities
to a sphere permitted by ~te Holding Company Act.
Public attention has been
par t Lcu La r-Ly devoted to those pr cv LsLons of Section 11 of the Act which require geographical reorientatio~ of the industry.

The section imposes upon the Commission the duty to limit operations
of a holding company to a single integrated public utility system and such
other businesses as are reasonably incidental or economically necessary
or appropriate to the operation of such systems.
By definition, an integrated publiC utility system is one whose utility assets are capable
of phys i.caL ir.terconnection and which ordinarily may be economically
operated as a single interconn~cted and coordinated system, confined within an area, whether in the same or contiguous states, not so large as to
impair the advantages of localized management, efficient operation, or
the effectiveness of regufa t.Lon, The Commission is empowered to permit
the operation of one or more additional integrated systems in one state
or adjoining states, which cannot be separately operated without
the loss
of substantial economies, where the aggre€ation is not incompatible with
the advantages of localized management and efficient operation.
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Most of you are probably
aware ttat
some leaders
of the industry
have recently
indica~ed
that they sincerely
intend
to cooperate
with
the Commission in the accomplishment
of the objectives
of these provisions
of the Act.
Tangible
results
of this
cooperative
attitude
have become evident.
We have already
approved two fairly
comprehensive voluntary
plans under ~his section.
Other companies have communiproposals
for compliance;
cated to the Commission t.h e i r- tentative
and negotiations
for the sale and exchange of various
properties
in
purpose
are und er- way.
line wi th the statutory
bS the Con.r-Ls s Lon to COlnOnly one proceeding
has been Ln c t L tuted
pel compliance
,"ith t.ue s e p rov Ls Lor s ,
:i'j->is step was t az en in connectioL
with the Utilities
Power ~ Li~ht Corporation.
This holding
conpany is in reo~p~lization
under the Bankruptcy
Act.
It owns securities
of public
u t l J it:, companies in this
country
and in Canada, which
r-e La cI ons n.l p ,
The Comare widely
scattered
and wi ttout
any operating
mission
iel t that
it would be une conor-Lca I and unfair
to se cur I t;,.'
holders
to perMit the laborious
process
of l'eoI'~anization
to be concluded before
definite
ste~s
were taken under tne Act to restrict
the
holdings
of the s~'stem ,,0 a compas s wni ch rr.ight be allowed to endur-e ,
Unless this
were done, security
holders
would emerge from the reorganizathe
tion with interests
in a company whI ch woul d SOOIi have to undertake
further
task of rest-ricting
its op er-a t i ons as re .}uired by the s t a tu t.e ,
It is wortn notin~
~hat an of~icial
01 one of tne chief
security
holders
of the company pub Lt c Ly announ c ed h Ls app r ova I of the effort
to rearrange
that it. was a sound move as a matt.er of
toe company's
ho Ld I n e s , statill~
economic and business
sense.

The task of carryin~
out tbe sort of reor~3Dizat.lon
pro~ram which
conmr as rons and
I have tried
to s ke t ch is one in which both the state
our own must have a part.
State
comn issions
and federal
agencies
are
not faced with the ordinary
job of reRulating;
we ore all confronted
wi th an unusual
situation
which requires
an unusual
de a r ee of unders t and Lnp , cooperation
and f'or-e th oucht..
I'le nave reason
to believe
that
the industry
will work alon~ \\'1 t h us in our uut.ua l, enJeavor;
and I am
Ls s i on
confident
that. the relation
of t.h e .:Jecuri ties
and Exch ang e Comm
and the state
repulatory
",~er..cies \."i11 continue
to be one of cooperat Lon ; t.hat
we will
cut ti vate an un'lerstandin~
of each othE:r's p r-ob Lems j
and that
we will
r-ender- each other every possible
assistance
in our
<

.j oint

endeavor.
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